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U.S. Veterans retained our freedoms
Michele Thamke
Recrr Fbct.7 Staff

A1 1 1 a.m. Nov. I I. 1918. the world rejoiced and cclcbratcd. After four years of
bitter war. an armistice was signed. Thc
"war to end all wars" was over.
Jan LaVille. Boonc Campus English instructor recalled. "When I was in clcmcntary school, I remember our whole school
would stop whatever we were doing at 11
a.m. on Nov. I 1. to honor the wais end by
standing and facing east. the drection the
armistice was signed. Eleven-eleveneleven was significant even to children."
Remembering the sacrifices that men
and women made during World War I,
Nov. 11 1919, was set aside as Armistice
Day in the United States, in order to ensure
a lasting peace. Parades occurred nationwide and WWI veterans made speeches.
In 1938, twenty ycars after the armistice
was signed. Congrcss voted Armistice Day
a fcelenl holiday. One year later, World
War I1 began a bloody struggle. More than
400.000 Amcrican solders d e d in WWI1.
To pay tribute and honor to all who
served in American Wars, a proposal was
made to change Armistice Day to Veterans
Day. In 1954. President Eisenhower signed
a bill proclaiming Nov. 11 as Veterans
Day. In 1968, the recogrution date of
Veterans Day was changed to thc fourth
Monday in October. However, because
Nov. 11 was so simcant to American
history, the recogrution date was reverted
back to its orignal date of Nov. l I in 1978.
While Americans still give thanks for
peace on Veteran's Day. after the United
States' involvement in the Vietnam War,
the emphasis on holiday activities has
shifted. There are fewer military parades
and ceremonies. Families who have lost
sons and daughters in wars turn their
thoughts more toward peace and the
avoidance of future wars.
Jim Dix, U.S. Navy

has been out of the Navy. In regards to reunions with other veterans, Dix said. "We
never have gotten together. Wc all tried to
put that timc asidc and just go back to our
peacctimc livcs."
Dix and his wifc. Bettie, are retired and
livc in Ncw Providcncc. Thcir peacetime
lives include having two childrcn and lour
grandchildren.
Dave Dirksen

1

u.Sij%birksen
also served in the
Navy. He enllsted
and served dunng
the early happenlngs
of
the
Vietnam
from
War 1959 to
1 963. Dirksen's
submarine did mostly surveillance work,
and it was a specially equipped sonar sub.
Dirksen said "We sat off the coast outside
ports and listened and watched activity
through the periscope with the idea they
d d not realize how they were being observed. It was amazing what we could
hear, as water is a very good sound conductor."
Dirksen's tour was at the height of the
Cold War. Dirksen said, "Everyone was always sort of at the ready with all sorts of
intelligence gathering going on."
Dirksen thinks that the service and serving in a military capacity was a great place
to grow up. Dirksen said, "Few 18-yearolds are ready to make long-term decisions
about career, college or relationships. The
service preoccupies your time and your
thoughts and gives you something meaningful to do." Since he served four years in
the Navy, Dirksen got the G1 bill to go to
college and chose to attend Iowa State in
the late '60s and early '70s.
Dirksen believes that serving is a privilege. Dirksen said, "Serving during your
late teens gives you a chance to put someI
1
Jim Dis thing back into a system that is the best
served over two system of government in the world. Few
years in the people realize how privileged we are.
Umted
States Being thrust into a system of service proNavy
dunng vides the opportunity for ordinary people
WWII,
from with ordinary skills to be able to perform
March 1944 to at extraordinary levels."
D i h e n talked about how he felt knowAugust 1946 He
joined the Navy ing others were counting on him: "It's
20 days after amazing what happens to your thinking
tunung 17 Dix when you know 60-100 other people are
served on the USS Yosemity AD19, which depending on you to do your job so their
was a destroyer tender in the American lives are as safe as they can be in the situation you're in. Peer pressure works to a
fleet.
positive
good. Being responsible to others
Although Dix did not see any action
makes you grow up. Self-serving attitudes
during the war, he was affected most from fail
fast."
his service by growing up in a hurry. His
Dirksen, and his wife Bev, lives in Iowa
brother was a fighter pilot, who crashed in
March 1944. He was hospitalized until Falls. D i h e n owns an investment comDecember 1944 and was then discharged. pany and his wife is a mental health nurse
Dix's brother has received a disability pen- for five counties. They have two children
and one grandson.
sion from the government since 1944.
Over fifty years have passed since Dix

Hinderaker,
1J.S. Army
Vcrn
Hinderaker was
drafted at 18. and
re-enlisted in thc
Army following
his initial service.
Hindcraker
served in WWII,

Y
'4'

I

and came very close to serving in Korea as
well.
Hinderaker said "There were
some things that happened that 1 won't
ever talk about with another person"
Hindcraker has bcen out of the service
for over fifty years, and does not care to
reminisce. He said, "Some vets want to
talk about the war, I don't. My brother
servcd at the same time and place I dd,
and we never talked about it."
In response to Veteran's Day,
Hinderaker said, "Serving our country JKK said, "There are risks and
doesn't affect you as much until you lose a costs to a program of action, but
they are,far less than the long
brother or son for that reason."
Hinderaker, and his wife Mary, live and range risks and costs of inaction. "
work in Iowa Falls. Hinderaker worked on
buildng bridges for thirty years, then re- bers. Lloyd said, "Seeing dead people or
tired. After realizing he was bored, he seeing war crimes committed and not
came out of retirement to work at the same being able to do anything about it was the
place his wife works at.
worst."
W, Lloyd, U.S.
Lloyd has no contact with fellow serNavy
vicemen. He said, "The rule is, 'You're just
W Lloyd, passing through."'
DMACC sophoBruce
Kelly,
more, has served
U.S.
Army
almost fourteen
Bruce Kelly,
years in the
Boone
Campus
Navy, from 1987
political sciencc
to the present
instructor. served
Lloyd has been
over two and a
based different
half years in the
Army from 1969places, including Saudi Arabia, Germany,
1972. While he
and Panama.
served during the
Llovd has been affected bv service bv
seeing war and pave@. He
time period of the Wetm War.
dscussei
dd
the horrors he has seen with family memContinued on page 3

Plans for student housing on hold
Arthur Davis
Bear Facts Staff

every intention to do so." The city of
Boone had also made a contract with
McDonald that had a specific start date.
Housing at DMACC Boone appeared to McDonald decided this start date, but
be a possibility last spring semester. The McDonald failed to meet that date so the
deal that had been struck between city backed out. The city had promised
DMACC and Joann McDonald fell apart McDonald a three-year tax abatement and
this fall. DMACC asked to be released would build the sewer line.
from the contract with McDonald so that
When asked why the college does not
they may pursue other builders.
build the housing, Roberts said, "This is
It was a troubled courtship between something that the college feels would be
DMACC and McDonald. Negotiations better handled by the private sector. The
were always ongoing and brought no operating costs of housing at Boone would
fruition to the current housing situation then come from the general fund. As a
other than a land lease.
management decision we feel that students
Darrell Roberts, Vice President of not living in student housing should not
Business Services stated, "Tthe college have to pay for students that are."
was obliged to honor the contract and had
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Phi Beta Lambda members attend
state fall leadership conference
Beth Shultz, President of PBL said,
"The conference was fun even though it
was 'work' for me as a state officer. I enjoyed conducting a workshop a lot more
than I ever thought 1 would."
The first night of the conference was a
general session, followed by workshops.
Some of thc workshops available were
leadership, business attire and etiquette,
parliamentary procedure, chapter buildng,
and business ethics. Friday night ended
with a casino night for all the members.
Early Saturday morning was another
general session and tour of the Principal
Financial Building in downtown Des

Moines. Membcrs then came back to the
campus and had a luncheon with keynote
speaker Skip Lemoine. Shultz concluded
"Overall. the conference was great!"
PBL membcrs who attended the conference were Shultz, Kim Cunningham,
Rosie Fuentes, Nikki Scott, Marie Dostal,
Nancy Thomas. and adviser Linda Pluegcr.
A number of other colleges attended the
conference including host campus
DMACC Urban, Wartburg College.
University of Northern Iowa, Upper Iowa
University, Clinton Community College,
Mt. Saint Clair College, and Northwestern
College.

Five attend PBL at state conference. From left to right: Nikki Scoth, Rosie
Fuentes, Beth Shultz, Marie Dostal, Nancy Thomas
Rosie Fuentes & Kim Cunningham
Beta Lambda attended the PBL State Fall
PBL Ci,ntributing Writers
Leadership Conference in Des Moines on
Oct. 27 and 28, at the DMACC Urban
Six members of Boone DMACC Phi Campus.

PBL members visit Eastern
Star nursing home
Students and adviser attend leadership conference in Peosta, Iowa. From Left
to Right: Connie Colle, Fiona Cheong, Mitzi Schoening, Nancy Woods.

PTK agrees to host
regional conference

PBL members visited the Eastern Star nursing home Oct. 25,2000. From right to
left: Holly Klein, Eastern Star residents, Kim Miller, Tara Wesely, Alissa Elsberry,
Rosie Fuentes, Beth Shultz, Tammy Clark, Nikki Scott, Stacie Biehn, Christine
Harmening, Kim Cunningham, Rory Raulston
DlMACC BOONE CAMPUS--Phi Beta
Lambda members went to the Eastern Star
Masonic Nursing Home on Oct. 25 to distribute Halloween candy bags to the elderly. While there they had a chance to visit
with the residents and also take a few pic-

tures with them. Most of the residents
don't get out too often, so they really a p
preciated the visit. PBL member Roxie
Raulston said, "It made us feel good to
know we've brightened someone's day by
showing a little act of kindness."

Four students and one Taculty advisor
from the Tau Phi Chapter of Phi
Theta Kappa attended a Leadership
Conference in Peosta, la. Oct. 27-28.
Connie Colle, Mitzi Schoening,
Steve Stonehocker, and Fiona Cheong
along withNancy Woods, faculty adviser, attended the conference.
Woods said "The conference was
fun and eveqone learned things that
we had never thought about before.
The evening hay-rack ride was, however, a somewhat strange component
to the leadership conference. The
three-hour ride (which at times was
known to exceed speeds of 12 mph)
circled three adjacent communities
each separated by 18 miles. The cold,
dark, misty night was not well suited
for the event! Without the aid of the
'human jukebox', however, the ride
would have been unbearable! Who
can forget his rendition of 'Ahab the

Arab?"'

The Tau P h Chapter has agreed to

host the Regional Phi Theta Kappa
Conference on the Boone Campus
this spring. The dates planned for
this conference are Feb. 15-16, 200 1.
"Our chapter is excited about organking, planning. and developing the
agenda for h s conference," said
Woods. All of the 22 chapters in the
state of Iowa will be invited to attend. This will be a time for the
&one chapter to highlight this campus and its benefits.
The International Phi Theta Kappa
conference is in Denver, Colorddo, on
March 29-3 1, 200 1. Any Tau Phi
members interested in going to the
conference should contact Woods or
Brad Meyer, Tau Phi Chapter president, as soon as possible.
The next Phi Theta Kappa meeting is scheduled for Wednesday
November 8 from 7:30 - 8:00 a.m.
all members are encouraged to attend!

FEA TURE

Nov. 10 & 1 1 at 8 p.m.
Boone Campus Theater
Tickets are $5 at the door or free
with a student library card,

Continued froin page I
not sec any action. Kclly had basic training
in Ft. 1,conard Wood. h.10 and from there
went through Vktnamcse language training in California. He went through security
training in Tcxas, as wcll as bcing an intcrpreter, translator and voice interpreter
Kelly found serving in the military to be
an interesting job and liked getting to
travel. Almost thirty ycars following his
stint in the service, Kelly does not havc
contact with fellow servicemen.
In response to layman's view of the
Vietnam War. Kelly said, "People's typical
concept of the Vietnam War is that servicemen and women had an experience
cqual to Oliver Stonc's interpretation. The
reality was that a small number of soldicrs
actually participated in combat."
The U.S. Home front
Jan LaVille, Army wife-Air Force sister
LaVillc had thrcc brothcn in thc Air
Force during the Vietnam War. Her former
husband. and father of thcir one-month old
baby girl, was drafted. 1,aVillc said,
"When we considered going to Canada to
avoid the possible consequcnces. we decided it wouldn't bc fair that our little girl
not gct to grow up in America and enjoy
the privilcges we had had. so he served in
V~etnam. It was a very scary year for a
young wife and dcvotcd sister. I always respect Vetcmn's Day and try to rcnnind students of what it mcans."
Bur Frmdoms
As citizcns OK thc llnited States, we
have many freedoms people of other countries do not have. Wc havc the power to
choosc, state our thoughts and ideas and to
move frcely within our country. We have
the right to protcst, votc and purchase our
homes.
These luxuries came with a price.
United States military men and women, as
U.S. soldiers, lefi the soil of their own
country to save the solid ground we walk
on today. Their actions forever changed
their and their families' lives. Many soldiers paid for our freedom with their lives.
As United States Citizens, we owe gratitude to those who fought for our country.
Nov. 11 is now recogmzed as a day to
pay tribute to and honor all American soldiers who served our country in the Armed
Forces.
. .. .

is your next step for lifelong success.
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Maximize your success with a Drake
education. Drake offers you powerful
advantages for your future: a wide
range of academic options, personal
attention from outstanding faculty
and professional opportunities in a
dynamic capitol city.
1-hese and other advantages are why
more than 95% of Drake graduates
find career employment or enter
graduate school within six months
after recelvlng their degrees. They're
also why U.S. News & World Report
magazlne ranks Drake among the top
Midwestern universities in academic
reputation as well as a 'best value."
We'll help you take the next step.
For more information or to apply online:
TolCfree: 1-80044DRAKE
Locally: 515271-3181
On the Web: mmr.drake.edu

Drake
DRAKE-
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Wew falland winter trends
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Michele Thamke
Bear Facts Stafl

hair show, and every manufacturer they
sell product from is represented Eight
manufacturers were at this particular hair
Manly styles with strong shapes stand out show, each represented by a platform
this fall and winter. Feminine locks em- artist. These artists range in ages from
phasize color and the 70's style. Look for mid-twenties to late sixties. They sport the
these styles tlus fall and into 2001. Very newest trends in hair, makeup, clotlung
sofi, flowing h r with lots of wispiness in and body piercings.
Whlle continuing education hours are
the latest look for women. Bangs swept to
the side and tucked behind the ears is very mandatory, most hairstylists and barbers
hot this season Hair color trends are deep, are there to learn how to create the best
rich hues of mahogany, gold-tones, and looks possible on their clients. Most atcopper. Makeup trends accentuate bright tend many more than the required eight
colors in eye shadow, blush and lipstick.
hours in the two-year period between liI spent Oct. 29 and 30 at a weekend censure.
hair show at Embassy Suites in Des
However, trends aren't for everyone.
Moines. Hair stylists and barbers are re- Try something new that complements
quired to attend eight hours of continuing you! If blue eye shadow and copper higheducation every two years to renew their lights isn't you, the classic looks will always be in style. As always, any questions
licenses.
A distributing company organizes the or requests, contact me at Bear Facts.

Sass a
girl
Patrick Fleming
Bear Facts Staff

Has the day the music died actually
amved? This past week, one of the
most talented and orignal bands ever
Ben Fold Five called it quits!
The band who has been playing together since the early 90's released 4
amazing albums filled with their
piano based f w z pop that would
make Mozart happy to be dead being
the competition hc would have today
for being the most musical act
But why thcn do they call it quits?
In thc past year not only Rcn Folds
Fivc, but Pavement, Phish, thc
Smashing Pumpkins, and Ragc
Against the Machine havc all parted
ways to start new projects.
Now I do not like Rage Against the
Machlne at all but what they have accomplished in the past 5 years is truly

And Phish, they made more money
touring for a week than Elvis did in
the entire 60's.
So why, why must the music dte, I
love you Ben Folds Five, Pavement
and The Yumpluns, but with you go a
wheatlordl@yahoo.com
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the late '90s, is not just the story of women
performers. More than any other style of
rock music, it was the product of healthy
relationships between songwriters, producers, and performers.
The songwriter would write a great
song, example Carole King and Gerry
Coffin's "Will You Still Love Me
Tomomw." Then they would give the
song to some producer, most likely Phil
Spector. Spector would asscmblc professional musicians to rccord the song whilc
one o f his many girl groups waited in thc
wings to rccord the vocals. Qn this particular song, thc Shirclles wcre choscn.
It was a song likc this onc that innuenced evcryonc from the Beatles to thc
Rolling Stoncs. I will admit that I, too,
havc bcen inspired by the likcness of the
g r l groups of the world, cven the ncw
ones, includtng the Spice Girls! How
many groups have changed the world ldce
they did? Well I know it sounds corny but
they're great! GIRL POWER!
I would also ldce to share my top five
favorite "Girl Group" albums of all time!
1. Back to Mono--A collection of songs
from the studio of Phil Spector. A 4 c d
box set with such great songs as "I Love
How You Love Me" and "Then He Kissed
Me."
2. The Supremes Anthology--by the
Supremes. The queens of the girl groups
with thesc 25 classics, includtng, "One
Day We'll Be Together," and "Baby Love."
-l'i:lTi.e %st $Girl. ~&,~ipl's:Vol,
1'&id2-by various artists. This is just a truc col-
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O'Brother ... Irish Surnames
G
A
S
P
Y
H
S
U
L
W
M
B
I
J
K
M
T
L
X
L

W E Y X L L L I H Q V R D A X W Z P V
P B H F D P I S A R W I U Z D B U A M
D B E F E E K R K Q T F M M R L W I A
S Z F G R P P D P D N N L l J C D W L
Q H S A U O D O P W I N E H N R B A L
R I I R R K U G K J S N Q Y E W Q Z E
B A F G E A K R O E H H F L S R M W Y
U N E L S X M F K Q E D V L E N N O E
K L L L V D V X H E A I D E E L P B N
A Y L S C U N T U R V C E N A N O K A
M E Z I U H Z J O V M D C N H P D O S
F O N W V G L N Q G X C S O A X H J T
A Z J W L A N V L S N M K D N E S M M
O D Y I U O N L R N J Z H W L V P G W
N Y E C C G I Y G X S A R L I G A B Q
A U L C K E L H F R R Z D J N R T P U
I W E S M N L K J J A S Z Z K A W Z A Q
Y W D N I O F Q J L A P Y F L F U U R
Z K Q E B A O C K C E A J H B C W G K
H T R R Y I Q V J G V Q H Z E D G I B

Brien
Connor
Donne11
Gara
Hara

Hern
Keefe
Kelly
Leary
Malley

lcction of hits by various artisls ranging
from Lesley Gore to the Chiffons.
4. The Shirelles Anthology--by the
Shirelles. A great mix of R&B sound with
rock. The Shirelles had the songwriting
tandem of King and Coffln working for
them, and hey, it just works. The anthology includes songs like "Soldter Boy" and
"Dedicated to the One I Love."
5. Spice--by the Spice Girls. Girl Power
at its finest. The first time I saw the video
for the song "Wannabe," I said to myself,
that won't last. Boy, was I wrong and I
think we are all kind of glad I was! Songs
on Spice include "2 Becomes 1" and "Say
You'll Be There."
As always, thanks for tuning--comments
questions wheatlordl @)~ahoo.com

Neal
Reilly
Rourke
Shea
Sullivan
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Free uniforms

*
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Paid breaks
Meal discounts while working
Regularly performance reviews
Opportunities for advancement
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Meet the staff
1

I

Lf weather condtions in thc early morning hours warant, the
decision to cancel classes due to inclement weather will most generally be made around 6 a.m. As soon as a decision has been
made to cancel Boone Campus classes, the radio stations listed
below will be contacted.
KWBG AM 1590 BOONE
KLRX FM 96.1 AMES
KLTI FM 104.1 AMES
KCCQ FA4 105.1 AMES
KASI AM 1430 AMES
KKRL FM 93.7 CARROLL
KCIM AM 1380 CARROLL
KDLS FM 101.7 PERRYIJEFFERSON
KDLS AM 1310 PERRYIJEFFERSON
KGRA FM 98.9 JEFFERSON
Cancellation announcements will also be recorded on the
Boonc Campus telephone system. The announcement on the telephone system can be accessed by daling 432-7203 drectly or by
contacting the Boonc Campus through the toll free numbcr 1-800362-2127 and pressing 2 Tor Boone Campus.
When weather conditions in the early morning delays the start
or school (i.c. 10 a.m.) the officcs will be open for business at the
designated time. Classes will begin with the f i t full class period
beginning on or after the designated time.
If the weather conditions during the school day warrant an
carly dsmissal I will make thc dccisioa notiry staff and notify thc
rado stations as soon as possible. The decision to cancel evening
classcs will most gcnerally be nude by 4:30 p.m.

Arthur Davis
Want to get credt for a coursc that you
may be enrolled in or havc not taken yct?
Most students would love that, but there is
a catch. You have to lake a tcst. and this
tcst is not casy. An opportunity offcred at
all DMACC campuses is a Challcnge Test.
Some subjects offer a tcst out and somc do
not The list of Challcnge cxams changes
constantly.
To takc onc 04' thcse exams. a student
must be enrolled at DMACC. Students are
not required to be full-time but must have
completed a total of twelve credt hours
berore credt is recordcd on transcripts.
At Boone DMACC. the person to start
with is Jinny Silbcrhorn in the Academic
Achievement Centcr (AAC). Thc studcnt
and Silberhorn discuss what cxams arc
available, and she will explain what is required. The student then must fill out a
form and get a signature from the instructor. Next, Boone campus counselor,
George Silberhorn, signs off for the regisWar and will assess if there are any fees. If
the student is registered in thc course, there
is no fee for the test, but if the student is
not in the course. the student must pay half
of the course fee. This test must be taken
by midterm if the student is in the course,
but can be done at anytime if not enrolled
in the course.
The next person to get a signature from

is Vicki Lauzon. who signs off when the
fcc has bcen paid or verifies that the student is in thc course. Then J. Silberhorn
will sign the [om. The last thing that sheand the student will dscuss is when to take
the cxam.
If the student passes the exam, thc student will get full crcdt. A "T" will appear
on that student's transcripts showing that
the exam was passed Tor credit. IT the student fails. the exam cannot be taken again.
Tnis is a one-shot deal. These tests arc not
mcant to bc casy. 11 the student Tailes the
c u m and is cnrollcd in the class. that student can still Tinish the course for credt.
Completing the course is acceptable; however. the student must pay full price for the
coursc.
Another set 01 cxams offercd at
DMACC is the Language Placement
E2xams. Thcse are handled in the same
manner as a Challenge Test. The difference with these is that you must still take a
course at the level this exam would dctate.
Example: A student takes the exam for
Spanish and finds that Spanish 102 is the
appropriate course level. If the studenl gets
a B- or higher, the student would get credit
for both Spanish 102 and 101.
According to J. Silberhom, these exams
are not easy and a student must be fluent in
a language to take the exam.
If students fail, they cannot go back and
take that exam again and they are out the
money if not enrolled in the class.

Hometown:Be,ndorf
. --.
Aee:
----- -20
Year and status at DMACC: Full-time.
first year at DMACC
Number of credits this semester: 16
Major: Undecided
A class you would recommend to others:
Intro to College. "I've never taken it, but I
hear it's great."
Where you are working during school:
For a staging company with varying hours.
What you do for fun: Play d s c golf, ski.
listen to music and go to concerts.
The section of a newspaper you read
first: Front page
Event in history you wish you could
have reported: "The Big Bang or however the universe started. Then we wouldn't have to argue about what our kids
should be taught."

Michele Tharnke

,

Title: Copy Edtor
Hometown: Radcliffe. Currently live in
Stow Citv and Iowa Falls
~ ~ 3 1e :
Year and status at DMACC: Full-time
sophomore
Number of credits this semcster: 18
Major: Sccondary Education. history
major with English minor or major
Class you would recommend totlothers:
Psych 108 with Jane Martino. I really
love writing for the Bcar Facts! It's a great
creativ?, outlet, and I've met a lot or nice

%$!
you work during school: Fridays
and Saturdays in a salon in Iowa Falls. and

in a nursing homc one day a weck washing
wheelchairs. Both jobs equal 23-25 hours
a week.
What you do for fun: Read. swim hang
out with friends. "I love watchin movies,
ranging from Ben Hur to Yours. b i n and
Ours to Dumb and Dumber."
The section of the newp aper ou read
first: "The front page. $en I d p to the
comics to simmer down."
The evcnt in history you wish sou re~orted:The role ofe\;omen settring the
kexas tcrntory.

From the Editor's Desk
Hear Facts Stqf

Aaron Forrester

BEAR FACTS
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Bear /+irc/sis a student publication published bi-weckly at Jles Moines Arca
Comnu~utyCollege, 1125 llancock Drive. lioone, lown. 50036 (515) 433-5092.
/ k u r I~uc/.sis distributctl Srcc to all IIMACCI sh~dcnls.staf'l'and alumni Subscriptions
can k.purchased at thc annual mtc ol' $ I 0 to thc general public.
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Fall offers most for nature seekers at Ledges

hiker can see a varicty of dtffereit trees
whilc walking like oak. hickory, maple,
and basswood trees. Some of thc plants
round here are hog peanut, maidenhair
fern tick trefoil. meadow rue, and Virginia
creeper. Othcr unusual plants found here
are leatherwood. walking fern showy orchids, reindeer lichen, liverworts, and scvera1 species of mosses. A sign states "The
Ledges is one of Iowa's most popular state
parks that attracts millions of people since
it bccame a state park in 1924." The trails
enable the hikers to go up and down steep
slopes that lead to scenic overlooks of thc
river or over the sandstone cliKs. One of
the signs says: "Hikers are not to walk and
climb on the sandstone. because walking
on it will cause it to erode and ruin the
sandstone for future hikers."
It's difficult to gct to the start of many
of the trails because of road construction
and the rebuilding of a couple of bridges.
While dnving down the roads in Ledges.
dnvers can be surrounded by trees at some
sites on the road. In other areas there is
nothing but grass on both sides or thc road.
Walkers during the day may hear the roaring of the bulldozer working on the
bridges. If walkers are too close to the
construction, they may not be able see as
many wild animals because of the roaring
of the bulldozer.
If one necds a more accessible trail,
there is one located here. Walkers can
even dnve to the start of the Losl Lake
Nature Trail. but they must walk one half a
mile to get to the Lost Lake. This trail is
good for children, elderly, and individuals
with disabilities, because the trail is wider
and very flat. Walkers can see many types
of wildlife from this trail. There are even
plaques along the trail showing pictures of
different types of animals and plants, but
many of these have been broken by careless visitors. Many types of small birds,
deer, squirrels, chipmunks, ducks, geese,
insects, and various other animals are visible from the trail. There is a wonderful
overlook of the Des Moines River located
on this trail. It's over 100-foot straight
down to the rocks beside the river. If
walkers are quiet and lucky enough, they

Upper entrance to Ledges State Park, commonly used by campers.
might kick up a sleeping deer. Walking on
the trails in the fall. visitors can see many
leaves and nuts falling beside them. With
this dry hot summer and fall of 2000, the
Lost Lake has no water in it, so there are
no wild animals in or around it. This lake
is actually just a very small pond which
doesn't ever have very much water in it in
a wet season.
The sandbars along the river may reveal
some ancienl Indian ahfacts like arrowheads from the tribes of Sauk, Fox,
Mesqwakre, and Sioux Indians that used to
inhabit this area. This fall the river is so
low there is more sandbar to walk on to
look for arrowheads.
At Ledges campers can also stay at one
of the 94 Merent camping sites. There
are modem showers, restrooms, and play-

grounds around the camping area.
Campers will have to pay $12 for a c a m p
ing site with electricity and $9 for nonelectric and hike-in sites. In the fall there
are not many campers during the week.
The park is also a great place to have a picnic with many different picnic areas located throughout the park. Picnickers can
reserve a shelter for a small fee to picnic
inside out of the rain and wind. These
shelters have restrooms and picnic tables
in the building.

I

The fall offers walkers, hikers, and
campers the best view of all seasons. Thc
trees are turning colors and many of the
small animals are looking around for food
to store for the winter. Hikers will be able
to see more animals running around and
walkers will be able to watch leavcs and
nuts fall off the trees. The weather is not
too hot or cold for the campers.The other
seasons have other things to offer too, but
fall offers the most for people who really
enjoy the outdoors.

Whistle
Stop Cafe
10% Off any Order with
5 a.m. to 2 p.m.
5 a.m. to I p.m.

DMACC Library Card
Open From
Monday thru Friday
Saturday
Closed on Sunday

Call Ahead for
Carryout orders

1102 Story Street
Boone, IA 50036
(5 15) 433-9870

Pool & Spa
Free Breakfast
Exercise Room
Whirlpool Suites
Inns Suites Hotels

1745 SE Marshall Street Boone
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WOMAN BEHIND
T H E HAMSTERS
tivities that help us apply the material to
the real world. She carries on the day with
an array of colorful vocabulary.
When 1 asked Jane about her vocabulary, she said it is to make a "real world"
application. When she is with her colleagues, family or friends, she uses a less
colorful set of words.
Jane's office is located in room 122.
When you walk into her office, the first
thing you notice is a weird smell. That
smell is from the hamsters. They are all in
cages in her office. There is a shelf where
they are arranged one on the top of aw
other. There are eighteen cages, two hamsters share one cage, but sometimes there
is more than five in one cage, and that's b e
cause they had babies.
Currently, there are approximately three
Jane Martino
pregnant hamsters. They have to get along
in order to share a cage, otherwise they are
Karol King
going to kill each other. Most of the partContributing Writer
ners are female with another female, or
young male with old female, because we
Jane Martino is a psychology professor don't want baby hamsters all over the
at Roone DMACC. She prefers to be place. We have to look out for them becalled Jane. 1 think its because she wants to cause we don't want incests in the hamster
build a good relalionship with her stir community either.
tlcnts. Shc wants us to feel comfortable
At the beginning of the semester we
1illk111g
to licr and know she will listen to were arranged in groups of four people; we
VOII
. -..
have to take care and train the hamster d e s
.lane has been married for twenty-five ignated to us. The hamster must be able to
years and is very proud of her two daugh run through a maze, which is located under
ters, Jen 23, and Laura 22. Jen is teaching the stairs. This project is Jane's way of
at Prairie Valley Schools as a middle teaching us to effectively train another
school instrumental music teacher, and being. At the end of the semester, the
Laura is in law school at the University of group with the fastest hamster will be
Iowa. They made changes in Jane's life, given fifty extra points.
and they'll continue to dictate major values
Jane's general interest in psych came
and time choices in her life. At any time through her fascination with how children
she will drop all else for their needs. Jane develop (normal and abnormal). Her area
said, "They are God's greatest gifts in my of expertise is Child Development. She
yesterday and today."
had planned to continue working as a
Jane is from Jefferson. a little farm corn speech pathologist and move into adminis
munity about thirty minutes west of Boone tration, however after she started teaching
on 1 l ighway 30. Her family has lived there at DMACC, she decided that teaching was
for five generations and she plans on living more fun.
there for a few more years.
Even though the pay is significantly less
Jane teaches general psychology, than she could earn in other areas, Jane
among others, and that's the class that I'm loves what she does because she wants to
currently taking. A class with Jane is an make good changes in people's lives.
experience; she teaches us in a subtle way. That's why she is here.
Class labs are done in a hands-on method.
We have to get in groups and work on a c

Nicotine may PL~ s theens
into cfepression
According to the USA Today article by
Marilyn Elias, one study suggests that
smoking doesn't just endanger teens' phys
ical health; it can promote major depression, possibly through the impact of
nicotine on youthful brains.
In 1999, 35% of U.S. high school boys
and an equal percentage of girls smoked.
These numbers are up from 27% of girls
and 28% of boys in 199 1.
An estimated 15% to 20% of teens suf
fer major depression at some time during
adolescence.
Scientists have assumed that there is a
link between smoking and teen depression
because depressed teens may start smoking to cope with life.
But for many, the reverse may be true.
Among mentally healthy teens, smokers !
are nearly four times as likely as non.smokers to develop depression within a .,
1

year's time, the study shows. However,
when the study accounted for other factors
that can affect smoking rates, kids depressed at the start were no more likely
than the non-depressed to smoke at least a
pack a week after a year.
"Smoking could be causing depression
through effects on the brain we don't understand yet, and other kids may use cigarettes to help them with depression,'' says
Linda Pederson, an expert on teen smoking at the federal Office on Smoking and
Health.
Recent evidence that antidepressants
help adults quit smoking raises the possibility that "there's a common pathway" in
the nervous system causing both nicotine
addiction and depression states Goodman.
As always, there is a need for more research to clarify the link between teen cigarette smoking and depression.
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The Doctor Is In
Dr. J a n e Martino
Contributing Writer
How stressful is your life today?
Take a minute to take inventory by asking yourself the following questions.
Can you concentrate? Are you experiencing chronic, pervasive feelings of
anxiety? Do you suffer from sudden
bursts of energy or feel increasingly
tired and restless? Are you irritable,
depressed or feel like withdrawing
from friends and family? Do you have
changes in sleep patterns? How are
you feeling physically; any muscle
tightness, tension headaches, indigestion, or colitis? Are you experiencing
increased appetite or loss of appetite?
How are the less healthy habits in life;
are you experiencing increased smokinglchewing or chain smoking? Is
there increased intake of alcohol or
other drugs?
How you answered these questions
is directly related to stress in your life.
If stress is visible in your current life,
then it may be a good idea to take some
action steps before the semester becomes more stressful.
First goal
The first goal is to take care of one's
health. In a study done by Matarazzo,
1984, behavioral immunogens and
pathogens in health and illness were the
focus. According to studies by B.L.
Hammonds & C.J. Scheirer (Eds) focusing on Psychology and Health.
Washington,
D.C.:
American
Psychological Association, 5-43.), peo-

help
over the
holiday season?
The Rotaract Club would like to sponsor
a student'family in need during the holiday season. Anyone interested in applying should contact Maggie Stone for an
application. All applications will be confidential. Any student is welcome to apply.

Are you law
school material?
kaptest.com--Students applying to law
school can find out if they have what it
takes to be a lawyer by logging onto
Kaplan's test prep and admissions web
site, www.kaptest.com, for the free live
online event "Think about law school".
Nationally-recognized legal expert, noted
author, and television commentator, Paul
M. Lisnek, JD, PhD., will provide valuable
information about the law school admissions process and host a live online Q & A
session at www.kaptest.com/events.
As former Assistant Dean of Loyola
Law School-Chicago, visiting professor at
Petterdine University School of Law and
Senior Vice President and Director of
Academics of Barbri-Nile's First Year Law
Program, Dr. Lisnek is aptly prepared to
help students:
Understand what it take to get accepted

ple who do the following are healthier
and live longer. Check out which ones
apply for you.
1 .Get seven- to eight hours of sleep a
night
2.Am currently at or near the ideal
weight for my height 3.Never smoked cigarettes
4.Use alcohol moderately or not at all
5.Get regular physical exercise
6.Eat breakfast almost every day
7.Never or rarely eat between meals
Men who engage in all seven listed
health practices had a death rate almost
four times lower than men who engage
in zero to three practices. Women who
engage in all seven practices had a death
rate almost two times lower than
women who engage in zero to three
practices. The first 5 characteristics are
the most predictive.
Second goal
The second goal is to organize one's
life. Do you use a calendar and "to-do"
list to structure what needs to be accomplished? Are your daily activities working toward your real-world goals? Do
you need to take a study skills class or
talk with staff in the AAC about how to
improve your study habits?
Last goal
Finally, the goal is to take time to
play. Do you remember how to make a
paper airplane? When is the last time
you went for a picnic or strolled through
a park? People who have healthy recreational activities have a key to healthy
stress management.

SAC decides on
pizza feed
I

Arthur Davis
Bear Facts Staff
The Student Action Council (SAC) decided upon a Pizza Feed that will be on
Nov. 15 from 11 a.m. until gone. The
council also decided to help with PBL and
Rotract Christmas tree decorations.
Members will volunteer their time to help
and agreed to donate $100.
Another item that the council talked
about is wanting to raffle off a grocery cart
full of food s o that they can put more
money in the SAC coffers.
The Student Action Committee (SAC)
met on Nov. 6. In attendance were
President Tracy Shaw, At-Large members
Jodi Daigh, Heather Behn, and Jill
Dubburke.
to law school
Explore the strategies & techniques to
survive law school
Learn how to manage the stresses &
strains of law school and life as a lawyer
Explore the benefits of joint degrees
and transferring schools
Understand the power of a law degree
based on the skills and options i t provides
In order to participate in the live audio
chat, students must register at
www.kaptest.com/events and will receive
a reminder email with the chat URL.
Students should also be sure to download
Realplayer prior to the online event.
, ,

,
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Bears volleyball
team stunned
Kevin Alberts
Bear Facts Staf

DMACC Bears volleyball team went to
the conference tournament at SWCC on
NOV.2 - 3.
The Bears' first game was against
NlACC. This was a team they had beaten
twice this season. so the Bears were quite
confident. NlACC had other ideas and
came out and played like never before. The
Bears were stunned at how NlACC played
and continued to play. NIACC upset the
Bears in three games.
Coach Lori Slight said. "We underestimated the NlACC team, and they just
played flawless volleyball. 1 have never
seen them play that well. It's not that we
didn't play well. they just played better
than us. We were stunned after the game
not knowing where thls team came from."
The next game was against Kirkwood
and the Bears had to refocus and concentrate on beating Kirkwood in three zames.
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Victoria Sue Rowley
Name:
07-27-8 1
D.0.B:
Place of Birth: Albia
5ft 8
Height:
Vickie Pooh
Nickname:
Grant Hill
Sports Idol:
Italian
Fav Food:
Forrest Gump
Fav Movie:
Communications
Major:

The Bears came out firing against
Kirkwood and had an early 7-3 lead. It
was a closc game, and the game went point
for point until Kirkwood stepped up and
delivered. Kirkwood won the first game
16-14 in a nail biter. In the nest two
games. Kirkwood dominated the Bears.
The Bears had one last game. and it was
against Waldorf. The Bears won in three
straight sets.
Coach Slight said, "I felt lucky. and
through the whole season the girls put in
110% and I am pleased with the luds. I
couldn't have asked for anything more. We
had a lot of injuries, and the girls had to
play in different positions all season long.
1 think they d d a good job."
Coach Slight also would like to thank
everyone for this year's support. She said,
"The team has worked really hard this season and with a 9th place finish last year, to
a 4th placc finish this year, the team is really proud."

Emily Brooks
Name:
10-03-80
D.0.B:
Place of Birth: Ames
Height:
5ft 11
Em
Nickname:
Marion Jones
Sports Idol:
Fav Food:
Kumla
Parent Trap
Fav Movie:
Major:
Undecided
Name :
D.0.B:
Place of Birth:
Height:
Nickname:
Sports Idol:
Fav Food:
Fav Movie:
Major:

Erin Rice

Name:

Beth Danilson

12-26-80

Ames
5ft 7
Ricer
Mi cheal Jordan
Italian
Cruel Intentions
Interior Design

04-28-82
D.0.B:
Place of Birth: Ames
5ft 7
Height:
B-dogg
Nickname:
Don Gromala
Sports Idol:
Grilled Cheese
Pav Food:
Top Gun
Fav Movie:
Undecided
Major:

..............................
Scrimmage p r o v i d e s glimpse of f u t u r e

Scott Anderson
Bear Facts St@
~~

n
Bears entertain the fans at the intersquad scrimage on Oct. 30,2000.

On Oct. 30, the DMACC men's baskctball team had an intra squad scrimmage for
the fans. There was also a thrcc-point and
slam-dunk contest at halflimc.
The scrimmage divided the Bears into
two tcams. black and whitc. The Black
team jumped out to an early 3-0 lead. The
tcams then ticd up at five and again the
black team jumped out to takc their sccond
lead of the night at 9-5. It would be thcir
last lead as the white went on a 12-0 run to
take a 17-9 lead Both teams battled back
and forth, and at the half. the white team
had a slim 1 9- 18 lead.
The three-point and slam-dunk contest
was held at halftime. The winner of the
three-point contest was Adam Daley with
12 three-pointers. Damell Star and Mike
Williams were close behind with 11 and 9
three-pointers respectively. Brian Berkey
finished with 4 three-pointers.
Athletes who competed in the dunk contest were Kevin Alberts, Shelton Colwell,
Simon Milton, Star, Williams, and Edwin
Coplin. Alberts started the contest when
he threw the ball in the air, took off his
shirt and caught the ball in the air for the
dunk, but the ball slipped through his fingers. He then connected with an off-thebackboard dunk. Colwell also dunked off

the backboard and also connected with a
360-degree dunk.
Milton threw the ball over the backboard where it hit the wall thcn the floor
and came up in front of the basket where
he took it up for the slam. Milton also
amazed the crowd with a 360-degree dunk.
Star threw the ball in the air and then went
up and dunked it home. Williams connected for one dunk The last participant,
Coplin connected with two dunks. which
he shot from just behind thc free-throw
line.
Advancing to the finals where Alberts.
Milton, and Colwell. Alberts was unable
to connect on his dunk attempt while
Milton again connected with a 360-degree
dunk. Colwell dunked the ball over a fellow Bear, Mislav Parlov. Fan's applause
determined Milton the winner.
The game's second half was back and
forth with the white team in the lead. The
white had a 21-20 lead when they finally
would put the black away by going on a
11-2 run to make the score 32-22. The
teams continued to battle. but the white
team would take the game 43-28. The
game high scorer was Colwell with 16
points. Other high scorers were Star 13
pints, Milton 8 points, and Jamal Jackson
and Williams with 6 pints each.
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Women's basketball opens season with
decisive v i c t o r y
Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Stag
Tough defense and timely shots propelled the DMACC women basketball
team into a 63-55 victory over the Grand
View JV.
"It is a very good start to our season,"
said Coach Bob Terrones. "The women
have been working very hard to prepare
for t h ~ game."
s
Grand View took the first lead with a
three-point basket. but the Bears wen1 on a
7-0 run to take a 7-3 lead that they wouldn't relinquish. Grand View cut the lead to
10-9, but the Bears answered with a 9-0
run to push the lead to 10 at 19-9. The
teams battled back and forth, but the Bears
still lead by 10 at halftime. Grand View
came out strong to start the second half,
scoring 3 of the first 4 points and cut the
Bears lead to 5 at 37-32. The Bears
wouldn'l be denied this night. A basket by
Alisha Markuson, and a three-point play

by Kelsey Kain built the lead back to ten.
The teams traded basket for basket, until
Grand View scored a couple baskets to cut
the Bear's lead to 6 at 54-48. That would
be as close as they would get as Melissa
Gourley came right back with a three
pointer to push the lead to nine and out of
reach for Grand View.
Leading the Bears in scoring were
Gourley with 18 points, Kain with 17, and
Markuson finished with 11 points and 10
rebounds. Lisa Obrecht also had 8 rebounds for the Bears.
The Bears defense forced Grand View
into many turnovers. Another key for the
Bears was their ability to gel to the free
throw line. The Bears made more free
throws (13) than Grand View attempted
(11).
"We knew we had scorers, but our defensive intensity won this game," said
Terrones. "We mixed our defenses and it
confused Grand View."

A T h e women's team prepares to defend an inbound by Grand View

Men's basketball finish
strong in rout of Grand View
Scott Anderson
Bear Facts Staf

point lead into halftime.
The beginning of the second half saw
both teamskdi@ baskets, but the Bears
The DMACC men used a tough, unre- never lost the lead The Bears finally got
lenting defense and great shooting from the lead up to tcn. Grand View again tried
the field to pull away from a tough Grdnd to mount a comeback by going on a 10-2
View team 83-60.
run to get within two points at 5 1-49. The
"Grand View played well and controlled Bear again built the lead up to 9 at 60-51.
the tempo early on," said Coach Orv Grand View came back with a three to get
Salmon. "We were able to get on a run and within 60-54 but that would be as close as
pull away."
they would get. The Bear put the gamc
Grand View got on top early with two away by outscoring Grand View 23-6 the
free throws, but the Bears came right back rest of the way, including scoring 12
to take the lcad on a threc-point basket by straight points while holding Grand View
Darnell Star. The teams then traded bas- scoreless for the last five minutes of thc
kets until Grand View went on a mini 7-2 game to win 83-60.
run to take a one-point lead. Thc Bcars
Thc leading scorcr for the Bears was
came right back and look thc lcad on a bas- Colwcll with 26 points. Star
ket by Brian Berkey. With thc scorc 17-16 addcd 10 poiills and had a tcam lugh 6 rethe Bcars wcnt on an 84) run Suclcd by hounds. Jackson scorcd 15 points and had
back to back dunks.
a team hgh 7 assists. Rich Borgos s c o ~ d
'Thc first dunk was from Edwin C'oplin 12 points and had 5 assisls.
with thc assist Srom Janlal Jackson. and 1111:
"Thc dcfcnsc rcally picked it a p ai rhc
second dunk was by Shclton ('ollwcll ~ t h cnd." srrid Salmon. "It was our l i r ~i;;ilnc.
i
thc assist lrorn Bcrkcy. Grand Vicw again so the! wci-e tl littlc light. bill il is !;rill a
battlcd back to tic thc g n l c at 28. Thc young team, and wc will lcam Sroai this."
Bcars wcnt on a 6-2 run to lakc a four-

Photo bv Arthur Davis

A Edwin Coplin slams it home

aaainst Grand View JV on Fri. 3. 2000
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Upcoming Home Basketball Schedule

Simply doing it right!
www.cornm~~nitybankonline.corn
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Relationships
skyrocket phone
company stock
Melanie McCane
Bear Facts Staf

-

began to realize that we had made a huge
mistake without knowing it. The calling
plan only worked when he would call my
Like many college students, I am cur- number and nowhere else. It dawned on
rently in a long distance relationship with me that he had also called me at other
my boyfriend Jesse, who is studying places like at work and my parent's house.
+.road:in London for the semester. Before Those were the calls that made the differhe left in September, we had discussed ence, $385 worth of difference.
Things had to change, drastically, behow we would keep in touch whle he was
gone. We even went as far as to setting up fore the phone company sent some guy
a long distance calling plan that was rela- named Vito out to cut off my thumbs for
tively inexpensive and resigned ourselves not paying my bill. (My rationale was a litto the fact that we wouldn't be able to t a k tle out of whack under the extraneous cirto each other as much as we wanted to. Or cumstances.) That night, I told Jesse about
the bill and explaincd to him that there
so we thought.
Let me fast fonvard to the prcscnt. were not to be any more phone calls over
About a week ago, I receivcd my phone three minutes and only twice a week if
bill for the past month. Bcforc I opened it. even that. We could certainly stay in touch
I already figured out that it would be through e-mail and writing letters, it wassllghtly higher than usual, but nothing 1 n't like England was a third world countly
couldn't handle. In a few bricT scconds, I that bdn't have technology. Of course, it
reali~edthat slightly was the undcrstate- wouldn't be as much fun as taking on the
tnent of the year Four hundred cighty- phone for three hours a day, but certainly
five dollars! This couldn't be right, there better than living in cardboard box for the
had to have been some mistake. I quickly rest of my life.
looked over the record of all the calls.
Which brings me to my point. Most of
Two hours hcre, thrce hours there, slowly I us, at some time or anothcr. will have lo

Sadie M. Heimbaugh
experience a long distance relationship at
one point in our lives and it is important
(unless you are a billionaire) to work out a
plan before you get into trouble like I did.
When you set up a calling plan, be sure to
read the fine print and understand every
aspect of it. so there won't be any $485
phone bills in your future. In most cases,
both of you will have access to a computer
of some kind, and it is inexpensive and
easy to send e-mail, or you could even set
up a time to go into a chat room and communicate. If there isn't any way to stay in
touch through the Internet, lctter writing
isn't expensive. and though it may take a
few days to reach its dcstia~ation.sometimes a letter is the most personal thing
you can give, even if you can't writc
mushy stuff like Hallmark.
Long-&stance relationships can be a
drag, but if you economize and get crcative, it is possible to make it as painless as
possible.

Trick-or-Waters visit the Courter Center fmm the Good Foundations Daycare on Oct 31,2000
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With the release of her second
novel, Billie Letts has wowed her
audience once again. Letts brings
four unlikely characters together in
The Honk and Holler Opening
Soon. Letts has managed to make
her readers laugh, cry and feel emotions they never knew they had in
less than 300 pages.
She managed to enrage her readers with Caney's coldness, then love
him for his strengths. and finally admire him for his accomplishments
and change of heart. Caney, the
owner of a once popular. now unknown restaurant is a Vietnam War
veteran who is now a paraplegic
struggles with his feeling of worthlessness. Only going through the
motions of life, Cancy hasn't left the
cafe in over I2 ycrjrs. when a
strange unknown wonlan c a y ing a
nearly dead dog walks into h s cafc.
Vena Takes Horse is a mystery to
not only the characters but the readers as well. As the book progresses.
more and morc is rcvcalcd about Ihc
secrets of Vena's past and the mystery of what she is searching for.
The Honk and Holler Opening
Soon has one waitress when the
novel begins. Molly 0 is in hcr 50's.
overweight, and plays a motherly
role to all the characters in the book.
Readers learn how Molly 0 has
been the only mother parentless
Caney has ever really experienced.
Tears will often form in the readers'
eyes when they discover all the sadness Molly 0 has and is experiencing, but they will jump for-joy when
they discover the strengths and wisdom she possesses.
Heart melting
Bui
Knanh makes every reader's heart
warm with his innocence and na~ve
nature. Speaking little English. Bui
drifts into the cafe looking for work.
His triumphs are so thrilling Tor
readcrs they feel as though they are
the ones beating the odds. Although
Bui is a pure. honest, and truly sclfless man he too struggles. The
wounds from the war are still fresh
in the town's people's eyes, although
some struggle with acceptance of
Bui, he and Caney form an unlikely
friendship. Alone and in an unfamiliar, foreign country Bui longs for
one thmg his pregnant wife that he
hasn't seen for two years.
Letts restored our faith in the
good of mankind in her first novel,
Where the Heart Is. She has rekindled the human spirit in the The
Honk and Holler Opening Soon.
This author truly has a gft that is
recognized by thousands who applaud her creativity and originality.
This is one book that will entertain
readers of all ages, personalities,
and backgrounds for years to come.
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tun deaths, let's dissect the numbers
Jensie Lauritsen
Bear Facts S t a z

"-

-

children 15 years of age or younger.
Though publicity of these more tragc
deaths has increased, this figure has
We've all heard of the travesty at dropped since 1975 and is now at the lowColumbine, and we have beell told at least est point ever. There may be many explaone story about two children finQng their nations for this sharp decline, but it is
father's gun and one getting shot acciden- greatly due to education. There is correlatally. The press and others have made sure tion between lack of general education and
that these images of young innocent chil- the occurrence of violent crime. More that
dren and the troubled, out-of-control teen 12 million kids, ages prekindergarten
stay fresh in out minds. But the question through sixth grade have participated in
to be asked is "How often do events like the National Rifle Association's Eddethese really happen?"
Eagle program.
The National Center for Health statisSome say that a possible solution to gun
tics shows that in 1996, 138 children were violence is to take away a citizen's right to
killed by guns. This number sounds high own or carry one. However, guns discourat first. This information answered the age crimes from being committed. If
first question of how often events like theives know that you have a gun in your
these happen. But in order to gain per- home and that your neighbor doesn't,
spective on this number of 138 children, whose house do you think they will be
the other ways that children accidentally more likely to enter? Why would the theif
Qe need to be taken into account.
take the risk of being shot when assured
The Centers for Disease Control and less danger of death in the neighbor's
Prevention state that in 1997,659 children, home?
ages 0-14, died from accidental suffocaNow. with that in mind what if there
tion, and 666 children of the same ages were no y n s ? No guns behind the counter
died of unintentional residential fire and of the Kwiky-Mart in Los Angeles, no
flames. You may not have a gun in your guns in the homes of Americans, no threat
home, but you are almost five times as of death by trying to violate someone else.
likely to have a child Qe from suffocation Would crime skyrocket or would it virtuor a fire in your home than for a child to be ally Qsappear? Canada has no right to
accidentally killed by a gun
bear arms law; they also have no protecThe National Center for Health pro- tion from police without warrants. Police
vided these numbers for 1997 also; 3015 in Canada aren't required to say what it is
children died in car accidents and 966 died they are looking for when searching a perby drowning. Fatal gun accidents ac- son or building. In 1978-1988burglary in
counted for 3% of all accidental deaths for Canada rose 25%, whch was higher than

in United States dumng that time period.
In residential burglaries, half of break-ins
occurred when the owner was home. In the
U.S. h s figure is only 10%.
It would seem clear to most, after evaluating these numbers, that personal gun
ownership is a valuable right to have.
There are costs to every right that we have.
The right of free speech, for example;
comes at the cost of not being able to ban
pornography on the Internet. Sure, it

would be convenient to not have to watch
your kids' every move while they are at
the computer. However. if the government
takes away the right for others to publish
pornography, next you may not be able to
say how you really feel about President
Clinton without fearing arrest. I urge you
to not take our freedoms for granted because if you can loose one, you can loose
them all.

-

Causes of Accidental Death 19961997 Children Ages 0-14
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El Drowning

~i House Fire

.

Ed Suffocation

Guns

Car Accident

USS Cole incident
Intelligence diminishing?
Matt Rinker
Bear Facts Stag
Anyone who has been following the
news lately has probably heard that the
USS Cole, a United States Navel destroyer, was the target for a recent attack. A bomb exploded, which killed
17 soldiers and wounded 38 soldiers.
The question at hand is what could
the United States have done to prevent
the worst terrorist attack since 1996?
Well, here are some suggestions.
One of the things a lot of people
don't know is that Yemen has been harboring terrorists for years. One of the
worst of all, Osama bin Laden has either lived there or has very close ties to
people there. So close, in fact, that his
brother heads the Islamic Army of
Yemen.
Then what made the Unitied States
decide it was safe to go there? Ten days
before the ship reached its harbor the
United States and Yemen made an
agreement saying there would be no
threat to the United States if they went
can the
there. My question is,
presidents of two nations decide where
it is safe and not safe? Did something
change in those ten days where the

United States would have to be on
ward? In addition, reports also state
chat the soldiers on board were on the
second highest alert, basically insinuating something could go wrong.
If the agreement was made that it
was safe, what reason does the military
have to be that defensive?
In my opinion, the United States
knew it was in complete danger when
the ship approached the shore of
Yemen. It is the stomping grounds of
bin Laden, America's arch nemesis.
Another thing to point out is that bin
Laden said many times that the United
States was h s prime target.
Knowing these thmgs, what could
the United States have done differently? After knowing all these facts,
the military could have used an alternate route. Antoher reason the United
States went that way was to save time.
I guess they Qdn't care enough about
their soldiers to take the longer, safer
---A-

rVu1t;.

the United
The= were other
States could have chosen to make this
trip more successful.Instead the United
but its obvious
States, trusted
have,
that they

lThe other side of the Courter Photos and text bv Aaron Forrester
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Iwhat is your favorite new television show?

I

I

over, 1 like Dark Angel. 1 like
the futuristic setting."

"My favorite new show is Ed.
I'd iike to learn to practice law
in a bowling ally."

"Dark Angel is the show to
watch. gat girl has a great
backside."

"My favorite new TV show is
~ d1 like
. ~the "goaty" main

Cory Miller
Part-time student

Darren Hindman
Non-traditional student

Victor Hu
Part-time student

Tiffany Bender
Freshman

character and the way he acts."

we ' v e g o t jobs, great jobs f o r caring people,
and w e pay good hourly r a t e s .
P

702 Ailen St.
A GREAT PLACE TO EAT

Needed: Certified Nursing Assistants
Afternoon & Evening hours ($9.50)
Weekehds ($10)
4 ,

a

Tanning
Phone Cards
WashlDry Fold Service

Free Drying When Washing
With Toploaders
Open 8 am-Last Load in by 9 prn

928 7'h St. (behind Fareway)
Boone, IA 50036
(515) 432-1757

Break$&, Lunch Dinner
Open For Business
Monday - F d a y 5:30 a.m. - 2 a. m
Saturday d Sunday 8 a.m.- 2 a.m.

2X
2 LARGE,

I-TOPPING PIZZAS--$ IO

Call 432-3030
O~en
11-Midnieht Sun - Thur. ...1 a.m. Fri - Sat

I-"
0.

-"+"

Bethany Manor, Inc.
212 Lafayette Avenue
Story City, Iowa 50248

Pool(7burnament every
Sunday at 5 p.m.
l(prao@ every Friday at 9
Monday W i h t Foot6aK
52 " Big Screen T. 2? G i r d
Free Munchies
$4 @?tchers
Watchforficture Bands on
Saturday W i h t .

Boone Travel Agency, Inc.

716 8th St.

1326 S. Story

www.boonebankiowa.co

6 11 Story Street
Boone, Iowa 50036
Phone 515 432-8033

